
USC IBEAR MBA ESSAY

We review application forms as soon as an application file is complete, beginning A complete application file includes
the following: IBEAR MBA Admissions.

Please review the USC policies for the waiver guidelines and English proficiency requirements. Past clients
have ranged from Fortune companies to smaller innovative companies with a global outlook. What mistakes
do you see applicants making? Please include an intended position, function, and industry in your response.
Please refer to the following websites to see some of the graduate study options available to you:. What can
those invited to interview at Marshall expect? Global travel for management consulting projects and business
networking forums. It is recommended that U. Your letter of recommendation is used as a gauge of your
professional achievements and managerial potential. He founded a company called Beyond Gear, where with
every piece of equipment sold a portion of the proceeds is donated to the favelas in Rio de Janeiro to allow a
person there to learn to rock climb and participate in the outdoors. Our new application is up in July, and by
early August we have the new class profile so you can see the average student in the program. Participants
apply their leadership and analytical skills as they focus on real challenges faced by an international firm.
Designed as fundamental coursework for global managers, these courses prepare our participants for
leadership positions across professions. Established in , the program has over 1, alumni from 60 countries.
Scholarship recipients demonstrate very strong academic performance, consistently high test scores, as well as
a strong career trajectory. Materials in a language other than English should be accompanied by a certified
English translation. Failure to do so will result in your application being shifted to a subsequent admissions
round. This same guy recently cofounded a new hotel called A Lodge which is outside of Boulder, CO, and
you can go there in the middle of the woods to rock climb, mountain bike, and essentially do all the things that
outdoor adventurers like to do. Program of Study. Collaborating with peers in small teams, candidates work
directly with clients to build strategies and develop solutions to issues of pressing concern. Electronic
transcripts e-mailed to any other address will not be downloaded, resulting in a delay of your file review and
an extra expense to you because the transcript will need to be re-sent. With transformational courage, we are
looking for applicants who transform and find ways to stretch themselves - constantly learning, taking extra
classes, or taking initiative to develop themselves. We might suggest retesting, for example. Interviews are
conducted by invitation only at the discretion of the Admissions Committee. A department code is not
necessary. Note: We neither require nor accept letters of recommendation as part of our admissions process. If
you have been asked to enroll in the English Program, you may download the application form for the
language academy here. Off campus housing subsidy at an attractive location is provided. Paper scores are not
considered official. Communications is part of the core, which is rare for MBA programs at this point.


